Team #17
Leabhar Mor
Our destination is Cork, Ireland. Cork is full of interesting sights, providing a fertile foundation for an
engaging guest experience. It is also a city that is well connected to the world by sea, serving as a port
town for centuries, as well as by air with the nearby airport. It is a city with a rich, storied past with a
high concentration of museums, galleries, and historical landmarks. These sights connect visitors to
the cultural landscape of the city. Irish history in particular offers its own unique blend of facts, myth,
and mystery. Unearthing Ireland’s past introduces guests to real historical figures and the mystical
spirits of Irish lore while forming complex and inspiring narratives about Ireland’s creation and the
forces that shape its future. It is a city that is built on legends—legends that can be used to make
memorable experiences.
The goal is to create an experience using Cork as the main attraction. This guest experience will
integrate itself into the area, and serve to educate, promote, and connect people in Cork, Ireland. By
splitting the area into regions, and creating a hub-location, the entire city becomes a network of
activities that guests can explore. This hub-location will link areas with interactive stories, encouraging
guests to explore and completely immerse themselves in all that is Cork, Ireland. This will be achieved
through the use of interactive characters and the application of an RFID network. The blend of history,
fantasy, and technology immerses the guests into a diverse, enhanced experience.
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Story behind the design
The Great Book, Leabhar Mor, is the record of Ireland’s stories, and its words are starting to fade away.
Should Leabhar Mor’s writings disappear, all of Ireland’s history and mythology will vanish with it. A mystical
figure known as Tarin Gobban is the book’s caretaker, and the act of restoring Ireland’s past is too great a
challenge for the ancient being. He pleads to guests for their help in bringing the stories of Cork back to the
book before they are lost forever. Along the way, guests will find helpful spirits and characters to aid in their
journey, but they must be careful because mischievous sprits are out to stop them. Tarin offers as much help
as he can, but it is up to the guests to rediscover the lost history and mythology of Cork, and add their own
adventures to the ancient writings of Leabhar Mor.

Guest Experience
The city of Cork, Ireland is broken up into three main regions (Eagle, Stag, and Boar) that help arrange the
city into the traditional hub-and-spoke layout for a themed attraction. The hub or “Great Tree” houses and
protects Leabhar Mor. It is a mystical, organic structure which acts as a cultural center, encouraging guests
to engage in activities that will introduce them to the history and myth of Cork. The guests are crafting their
own unique experiences within the hub as well as surrounding points of interest. To help guests find outside
activities, the Great Tree proposes places to explore by creating interactive stories that families and
individuals can accept and complete. Fulfilling a story thread rewards guests with stickers that they can place
into a purchased or personal book that will serve as a record of their goals and achievements. Visitors frame
their whole experience in the city with interesting quests or “missions” they complete as they discover the
area. The stickers in their book contain embedded RFID chips, which coordinate with the interactive
elements within the Great Tree. The unique collection of stickers link new stories together as the special
environment within the tree responds to the personalized adventure each guest has created.

Guest Experience Walkthrough Video
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Dancing characters and symbols float across the
Globe, inviting guests to play.
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Stickers

Sticker Types

Sticker Structure

Story Start or Mission Sticker

Encoded to display information about where the
mission is located and what the objectives are.

Special Item Sticker

Represents a special item needed to complete
story missions. May not be needed for all and
can possibly be used to make other objectives
easier.

Item Sticker

A number of certain item stickers will be
needed to complete a specific mission.

Graphics Layer

Has the important
graphics printed on it,
informs guests as to what
the sticker represents.

Embedded RFID Chip
Mission Complete Sticker

Signifies a completed story mission, and it can
only be awarded with the starting sticker and
the correct items.

The chip sandwiched into
the sticker reacts to nearfield detection points in the
main hub, and tracks which
activities guests have done.

Adhesive Layer
For sticking the sticker
onto a surface.
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